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Abstract of a Major Applied Research Project Presented
to Nova University in Partial Fulfillment of the
Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Education
CHICANO STUDIES AND SELF-CONCEPT: IMPLICATIONS
FOR, THE COMMUNITY COLLEGES
By
Jess Gonzalez

December, 1975
The co

unity colleges have experienced a great

,

increase in enrollments.

While current enrollments appear to

be stabilizing, the commundty collegesic

be expected to\

\

perform a significant role in meeting the ed cational needs
of future students.

Many of the new students attending the

community colleges have been described in the literature as

nontraditional, high-risk students)who have doubts about
their academic ability and their self-concept. -A:need exests
for programs of instruction that enhance the self-concept.
This study was concerned with the Chicano student in the
community college and assessed the effectiveness of Chicano--Y

Studi

in raising the self-concept of Chicano students.

This study investigated the relationship between
Chicano Studies and self-concept.

The purpose of this study

was to determine whether parti

pation in the learning

activities of a Chicano

course would significantly

Sst,u ies

self-concept bf Chicano' students enrolled in

Chicano Studies at the\community college level.

4

The study took place in .-sn urban California

community college that was established in 1916.
had an_ enrollment of 8400 students wit

The college

minority students/

comprising 45 percent of the total enrollment.

,

Sixty-five Chicano students enrolled in one of four
selected Chicano Studies courses were assessed for changes in
self-concept measures.

The students were enrolled in the non-

required courses on a voluntary basis.

It was hypothesized that significant differences on
pre-post self-concept measures would be shown by:

(1) Chicano

students who completed a Chicano Studies course.

(2) Chicano

students above established median i.m4ome levels.

(3) Chicano

students above established mean cumulative grade
average.

(4)-Chicana females.

The study was condu ted during an 18 week semester.
The dependent variable of se

-concept was measured by means

of the Tennessee Self- Concepj Scale.

Participants were

administered the Tennessee Self-Concept Scale on the first
'day of instruction' and at the 'conclusion of the course.

The

statistical design employed to analyze the reported pre and

posttest data on self-concept measures was a one -way analysis
of covariance.

All hypotheses were tested at the .05 level

of significance.

The results of the t-tests for the hypothesis that

a course in Chicano Studies would significantly increase the
A

self-concept of Chicano students indicated that there was a

significant

ifference between the means o' the pre and post-

test for the self - concept var able/ (p

of the one-wily analyics of covarianc

K

ignificant differences were foun

between iriC'em e

.001).

The results

indicated that no

on the relationships

grade point average, sex differences and

self-concept measures.

It was therefore con 4(luded that participation in
1

the learning activities of a Chicano Studies course/
significantly increased the .self- concept of Chicano students.

A specialized course of instruction thati was ethnically and

culturally oriented and that emphasized self-concept
enhancement affected the self-concept in a positive direction.
It was suggested that community colleges could
perfort an important function in meeting the educational and
psychological needs of Chicano students by providing a Chicano
Studies curriculum.

It was

o suggested that community

colleges and other educational institutions could perform a
valuable service for all students b

providing an educational

curriculum that enhances the self-0o cept.

(
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
Context" of the Problem

',Community colleges /experienced a number of changes
during, the decade_ of the 1 60's and the early-14701's. ,Thee

changes were reflected iii increasing enr011ments, a new type4
.

tudent, and the introduction of-pew

of,community college ...

6

.

courses in the college curriculum.

These trena't have

.

:1
:1

,

...:.

onsequences for'thecfuture role of the',community colleges.
,.

.

The

,,,

'

,

..

.

.

,
,

arnegteCommisSionon ElgherEducatiOn (19704

;Pe 3) reportedthat, ". the..most striking recent structural
.

deVelcipment,in hcgher,e4ucatpn,in the United 'States.hits
i.

,

.

,

,

beep the phenomenal g1m*.OfcOmmaniiy polgges.!
.

The two

,

year colleges an4,spec ali4ed institutions accounted for 38

perdent,of'allthe'instiutions-and 28 perdent of the students
4'1

Ctigher:eduCation in 197.0 (The Carnegie Commission on
r

-,,

,

Higher Eavidation, 1971)

Total enrollment in tw

instiUtA:onsL.244it:212211gdpieitn-'comrilissiOn

pn Higher Education, 1971).

.3-1970 (The Carnegie'

Monroe (1972) pre-

,

"diced that approximately,three-fourths of all college freshmen would be attending a community college by 1980.
Several factors contributed to the large enrollment
increases in the community colleges.

Among these were tper'

o/pen-admisSion standards, the convenient geographic locations
,of the community colleges and low tuition policies (The

10

.

1

4
4

Carnegie Comm sSion On Higher Education, 1970): Medtker and
Tillary.(1971) reported that approximately one-third of all
students entering college it the Uriited States entered

Thpy

through the "open doors" ofthe camminity co], ege.

I

r
,

.

.

foundthat 60 percent of college age persont in California
i
entered higher education through the community colleges.
.

.

'In addition to large enr

Art increases, the compoThe

sition of the student population has also changed.

community college open door policy lias enabled,a new type of
student to attend college.

RaAt4

minorities were among the

/

new

types

students

of

appearing ,on campus in significant

,4

Newman (1971) found ,tiiat).966 marked the beginning

number's.

,

of a major-attempt to' incoe'porateminorities'into higher
:.:

education.

Brossman and Roberts (1973) reported that students
,

ir '

.

..

1 minorities were
from various ethnic, racial, Ad cult
fi
While
attending Community Calleges in unprecedented 'numbers.
f

,

.

(1972)
ti on. (1971) have

under-represente

,

.

T44.Carne

Commission on Higher Educainority enrollments were still,

foUndAhat

in comparison to their population ratio,
.4)1

students from r cial minor4ties comprised a significant
number of new enrollment increases (The Carnegie Commission
on Higher Education, 1971; Brossman, 1973).

The new student attending th

community college

beth described in the related literatu e as less capable/

,

academically than previous students who attended_ the co.iiiiunity

College and less capable than the four year college student.

3

O'Banion (1972, p. 41) states,'"all researchers
confirm that community - junior college students, compared to
their counterparts-In :Tour - year colleges and universities,

s pre significantly lower on all current measures of academic
ability."

Cross (1971) re5Orted on the low achievement skills

/ and attitudes of the new student.

//
/ /

Roueche and Kirk (1973)

identified the new community college students as "nontraditiona
students who had little chance of achieving academic subcess

in traditionalleges, students whose parents did not attend
college, students who never gave serious thoughts t9 attending.
/
Moore (1970) referred o the new studen as a "high
college.
risk" student who had- experienbed failure before, a student

who faced overwhelming odd in attempting to succeeciin school.

/

,

Many of the new students attending the community
colleges have also been described as being less confident of
their abilities and as having low self-concepts (Medsker and
Tillary, 1961; O'Banion, 1972; Collins, 1972).

Cross (1971)

nd Collins (1972) describe the "new students" as being
pa sive, lacking confidence in themselves, feeling that they

will fail, and avo ding uncertain situations.
Kirk (1973, p. 70)

Roueche and

tated:

The communitfy college high-risk student, then,
is often esitant, conservative, low-achiever
with serious self-doubts, lack of confidence,
poor, mental health, and motivation too low to
detect. He asks to be taught but does not
really believe he can learn because he has
experienced a lifetime of academic failures.
While he aspires to self-actualization, he
will fail again.

12

There has been a lack of attention directed tdwar
the nontraditional student who has learning problems and a
low self-concept. _Roueche and Kirk (1973, p. 61) stated, "in
1968 there was no tangible evidenceltliat community colleges
*

were doing anything positive.for pontraditional, high-risk
studentg."

anton (1972, p.:33) has stated, "there i.s too

little ftcus on developing posiiive self' oncepts and motivation to allow the student to overcome his hi tory of failure."

There.is a need for develafe?

program 4.r'ins,

tion, that enable students to perceive.them elves as worthy and

valuable human beings.

While limited concern has beenishown

-for the nontraditional student, some progress ha

been Made.

Roueche and Kirk (1973) have, described successful a velopmental

programs meeting the needs.of the nontraditional stud

t.

All

of the programs emphasized the pertoXal development of e ch
student and the-development of a positive self-concept.

The possible role that the educational system may
perform in self-conce,pt tnhancement has assumed greater
.importance
bet
\

ith the recent trend suggesting a relationship

elf - .concept and academic achievement (Purkey,..1970).

positive self-concept" has been viewed as - essential for

educational success.

The possible relationship between self-

concept; academic achievement, and courses that enhance the
self-concept bay have important congequences'fbr the new

tnxisofstudentsLenrontrrgintliecornaRinitYconeges
students described as underachievers and as having a low

13

5
self-concept.

One of the groups of the new students that have
o'

appeared in increasing numbers on the community college
fr.

campuses was composed of C1.cano students.

Lopez and Enos

(1972) reported on the trend towards an increasing Chicano

student enrollment in the Southwest colleges and especially
in the California community colleges.
The nontraditional. student was described as a low

\\,

achiever and as having a low self-concept.

Chicano students

have also been described in the literature as low achievers
and 'as having a negative self-concept.

Ortego (1970) reported

.11at Chicanos have completed less years of education than other

McDaniel (1967) found that low income Chicano students

gro \ps.

in gdes*One through six showed a decline in self-concept
saaresassthey advanced from the first to the sixth grades.
_

\

Carter (1970, p. 53) stated, "self-derogation is seen by most
schoolmen as \eing characteristic of a disproportionate percentage of Mexican -A erican children, especially adolescents."

It was p

viously mentioneciwthat some developmental

programs have been su cessful in enhancing the self- concept
of the nontraditional student.

Chicano Studies, courses have

also been viewed as self -en ancing:

Several educators have

proposed Chicano Studies cours s as a possible solution to the
personal and educational problem

associated with t negative

self-concept (Lopez and Enos, 1972; Cabrera, 1971).- One of
the justifications cited by Chicano educators for Chicano,

14

Studies courses was the value of 'these courses in raising the

self-conpept of Chicano students and the possibility that a
positive self-concept might contribute to learning in other
basic educational skillsJ(Lopez and Enos, 11972; Cabrera, 1971).
One of the challenges facing the community colleges
is how to cope with the increasing number of Chicano students
on the community college campuses.

Several studies alluded to
,

Chicanos as having academic problems, a negative self-concept,

and as perform'ng poorly in the traditional educational
ti

curriculum,

Purpose of the Study
It was suggested that Chicano Studies courses were,
potentially promising in selfy.concept enhancement.

This study

will focus on the 'Chicano student and will address itself to

the relevant literature studies on the self-concept of the
Chicano.

Thestudy will also assess the relationship.-between

self-concept and Chicano Studies.

The purpose of this study

..was tb.determine whether participation in the learning

activities of Chicano Studies courses would significantly raise
the self-concept of Chicano students enrolled in these courses
at the community college level.

Statement of the Hypotheses
On the basis of the literature reviewed in Chapter II
it is hypothesized that:
I.

Chicano students who complete a Chicano
Studies coiirse, will show significant
increases. on ppre -post self-concept
measures.

'15
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II.

III.

/ IV.

Chicano students bove established
median income lev is will have a
significantly higher measured selfconcept than Chicano students below
the median income level.

Chicano students above established mean
cumulative grade point averages will
have a significantly higher measured
self-concept than Chicano students
below the mean cumulative grade point
average.

Chicana females will =ve a significantly
higher measured self - c ncept than Chicano
males.

Definition of Terms
For the purpose of this study

he, following terms are

defined as follows:
Chicano.

The terms Mexican, Me ican-American,
in, describing a

Spanish surname, and Chicano are often us
person ,of Mexican descent.

himself as a Mexican.

A person born

A Mexican-American

n Mexico identifies

8 of Mexican ,descent,
Spanish surname,

but his'birthplace is in the United States.

includes those persons whose last name is of Spanish origin.
The origin and meaning of the wore.

"Chicano" is

nterpreta-

debatable and causes a difference of opinion i
j,,tionr.

The word does not appear in dictionar es.
'

manner.

The word,

has been defined in both a positiv and negative,
There is no one agreed upon view on the origin and

meaning of the word.

Macias (1971) expressed theopinion,

that "Chicano" came from 'Northern Mexico.

On

view advariced

is that "Chicano" was the result of combining the "Chi" from

K

Chihuahua, a city.and state of northe w Mexico, and the "cano"

origin, suggesting that Indians prono
ca-nOh."

In time the first sylla

was replaced with

"'Ch."

productof the slang

it t

Ano

ced Mexicano as "Me-shi-

e was dropped and the "shi"

er view is that "Chicano" was a

by the Pachucbs of the 1940's3

ngs attached to the word "Chicano" vary.

The me
Some perso

to Nahuatl

Simmen (1972) attribu ed the

frqui Mexicano.

associate the word with militancy.

iexico and a derogatory meaning related to a bum, hood,

Macias (1970 has'related the word "Chicano"

nd low class.

to a positive meaning of ride and self respect.
is viewed as a per

who is proud of his background and is

Simmen

pointed out that an increasing number of

ividuals are calling themselves Chicano.
adopt the tern, the meaning changes.
'N

A "Chicano"

roving the conditions of his people.

involved in
(1972)

Others relate

As more people

Simmen (1972, p. 56)

has stated that in the future a Chicano might be defined as,
N4kAn American of Mexican descent who attempts through peaceful,

reasonable, and responsible means to correct the image of the
Mexican-American and to improve the position of this minority
in the American.
social structure."
Ns

\\A poSitive or negative reaction towards the,term'
,

"Chicano" is related to a person's age, birthpla

geographic area inwhich he resides.

There

on,both the origin of the word and mea
of this study, the word "Chicano"

17

ng.

'and

s disagreement
For the purposes

11 'be used.

The meaning

associated with it will be related to a positive meaning of
pride and involvement, in issues concerning persona of Mexican

desc

t.
,

Courses that are oriented

Chicano Studies.

-

towar51,6.

a Mexioan-AmeriCan or Chicano Studies subject matter.

These

courses are,part \of the college curriculum in the community

college where the

resent study was conducted.

The courses

eiduration and carry three units of credit.'

are of one seme

The four courses selected for assessment of self-concept
enhancement were:
(1)

The Mexican-Americn in the

Social Science 42:
United States.

(2)

HuMan Development 1:

(3) 'Psychology 37:

The'Chicano and Education.

Psychology of the Mexican-

American.
(4)

Chicano Literature.

English 37:

Self-Concept.

The attitudes and feelings that a

person holds about himself.
the value t
of his

Inherent in the self-concept is

person assigns to himself-and his perception

elf-worth on a negative to positive scale:
Median Income.

A yearly income figure of $7,000 was

designated as the median income.

This figure repres

the

to

median income reported by the subjects who participated in
this experiment.

Mean cumulative grade point average.

The mean

cumulative grade point average was identified as 2.74.
1441
4
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This

10

fi ure represented the mean cumulative grade point average of

the community college student body that served as the locale
fort, this study.
Chicane..

Females of Mexican descent.

The Significance of the Study

Although studies have examined the changing Student
body composition of the community colleges, the self-concept
of the new student, and the need for developmental programs,

limited attention has been focused on the Chicano student.
selfHealey and DeBlassie (1974) found that studies examining

concept have primarily concentr t d on Blacks and Anglos.
the
There is a need to conduct stud es.that concentrate on

Chicano student as one segment of the new student in the
community colleges.
learning?

How important is the self-concept to

Does the Chicano student have a low achievement

record and A negatitve self-concept?

How effective are Chicano

Of
Studies courses in significantly raising the self - concept

Chicano students?
Lopez and Enos (1972) have found an increase in

Chicano Studies courses in California colleges.

Studies

'self- concept
assessing the effectiveness of Chicano Studies in

enhancement are lacking.

Zerkel (1971) has called attention:

multicultural
to the need for elialuating'the effectiveness of
Cabrera (1971, p. 18) has
proliEram.s in raising self-concept.

of Chicano Studies:
also shown the necessity for an evaluation

a

19
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Are all individuals crippled by a,sehS-4 of
inferiority and if not is there a total
need to restore identity? Is it essential
that all Chicanos be required to take those
programs?. Obviously no one answer can be
establisheA for such seardhings and others
like them: For the good of these,ethnac
programs basic questions and others heed
to be raised and examined critically.

This present study has relevance for educational
institutions.

The possible relationship'between Chicano

Studies and significant 'increases in self-concept could

estab)ish the importance
of Chicano Studies in the community
Mrcollege curriculum and serve as a basis for the further
expan

on of Chicano Studies.

In addition, the results of

this stud' may encourage community colleges to develop
programs tha

will meet the needs of the other "new students"

o4 campus who
their

ities.

y have doubts about their self-concept and

The establishment of new programs or the

vision of existing programs could result in an educational
experience that recognizes the maximum development of an
individual's capabilities.

Finally, this Study can be

valuable in focusing attention 'on the importance of the self-

concept in the educational'process.

Organization of the Report
_

The general format of this report is organized as
follo

=

A review of the pertinent literature is presented

n 'Chapter II.

Chapter III presents the methods used in the

collection of data and statistical methods employed in the

110 Ow.
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The results of the study are repo ed

lysis of the data.
in Chapter IV.

The findings of the study are summarized :nd

scussed in Chapter V.

The conclusion did implications

6r

recommendations for further research are

the study as we
-

also'prnented in

ter°V.

--

eb.

21
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CHARTER

I

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The purpose of this chapter 'was to

of the research related to:

/

/

The Self-Concep

ovide

The Relation-

ship Between Self-Concept and Academi c A)hievemet

Minorities and Self-Concept, Chicanos and Self7-Concept,
Educational Programs and Self-Concept Enhancement, Chicano
.

Studies and Self-Conceptiiihancement, and The Community
College and Chicano Studies.
s.

The Self --Concept.

t the turn of the 20th century there wag/considerable
interest in the self.

James (1

interest in theself and his

q,)

) was credited for the renewed

orks became the starting point

for further studies on, the self.

Behaviorist theories, however,

diverted attention away from the individual's perception of the
self and emphasized observable and measurable behavior (yatso
1925).

The behaviorist schooi-of psychology assumed a domt

position during the 1920's through the 1940's and devo

attention to the self (W

re, 1961).

t,(

Despite the absence of major interest inn the self

during the first half of the 20th century, several individuals
continued to direct attention towards the self.

Cooley (1902)

emphasized the interaction between the individual and his
environme t/as part of the self-concept.

Cooley, formulated ,

the c"6ept of the "looking-glass self" to explain the effec

22
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14
of the social environment on the self.
zrLe imagine

ourselves as we appear to others and that we modify

our 1;;TO-1.--

.4/

Thus, other

cording to the judgment of pt4hers.

people define use, we

,

Coley stressed that

our identity from them and modify

i

/
that identity.

becomes the product

The individual person

---

of social interaction.

The, individual sees-h mself in the

"looking-glass" in accordance with.the trea

ent that he

receives from social interaction.

Mead (1934) also assigned a

o

role to the

influence of- social interaction in th= development of- the-4..

self-concept.

Mead stresSed that t e self dev7eiroped throb

'interactions with other members

society and that the

individual learned to assume t e role and attitudes o
//

__persons with whom he intera ted.

The concept of

'

those

'

gnificant

others" was viewed as im ortant,by Mead in the development of
the self.
.

The attit

parents, and teat

es of "significant othe

rs were given major imp

'

such as peers,

Lance by Mead in

contributing to the self-image.
T

emphasize

phenomenological approa

ppint of view of they r

studying behavior from

behavi g organism.

in pssiChology has

Emphasis* way placed upon the individual's

eption of the self as ap_int of reference for everything
did.

The phenomenological schoo

ributed,to4nareased inter

Of thought has greatl

in the self.

Rogers

951)

/and Combs and Snygg (i959) were prominent contributo s to the
phenomenological philosophy.,

2

They assigned major "importance

the behaving organism.

Rogers (1951) believed that--the behavior liattern of
an individual was.consistent with the concepts that the
,individual.held about himself.

He considered the self the

central part of personality.

He viewed the self as a social

product that developed from interpersonal relationships and
strived for consistency.
the individual's as:

Rogers described the major needs"of

(1) the need for positive regard by

',

Others, (2) the need for self-regard, and (3) the need to find
conditions and situations that were of worth.

Combs and Snygg (1959) also contributed to directing
attention,towards the self in psychology and education.

They

attached major importance to the relationship between the
Individualtb perception of himself and the resulting behavior.
Combs and Snygg (1959, p. 20) stated:
All behavior, without exqeption, is completely
determined by, and pertinent to the perceptual
field of the behaving organism. That behavior
is a: function, not of the external event
the individual perception of it.
;1.1.t

Several definitions or./he self have emerged.
(1951, p. 36) defined the self-concept as:

The self-concept, or self-structure, may be
thought of as an organized configuration of
perceptions of self which are admissible to
awarenes9. It is composed of such elements
as the perceptions of one's characteristics
and abilities; the percepts,and concepts of
self in relation to others and to the environment; the value qualities which are
perceived as associated with experiences
and objects; and goalsand ideals which are
perceived as having positive or negative
valence.
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Rogers
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Jersild (1966, p. 9) defined the self-concept as
"a composite of though" and feelings which, constitute a
person's awareness of his individual existence, his conception
of who and what he is."

Jersild 6-9-6-62p. 9) also states that

"the self includes attitudes, feelings, and value's one holds

about oneself, one's self-esteem or one's self-reproach or
both."

Purkey (1970, p. 7) defined the self-concept as
"a complex and dynamic system of beliefs which an individual
holds true about himself, each belief with (a corresponding
value."

Travers (1970, p. 349) defined the self as:
The self is a complex bundle of ideas,
attitudes, opinions and values that the
individual has of himself. For the self,
what is 0.gnificant in all environmental
encounters is the meaning that the
situation has for a person.

4.1

'The self-concept that a person has of himself may

have implications for probable success or failure.

Individ-

uals who hold high opinions about themselves tend to have a
positive self-concept.

Individuals who have a positive self-

concept are self-confident, self-accepting, and exhibit higher
academic achievement (Gowan, 1960; Combs and Davies, 1966).
Fitts (1972, p.

4)

stated:

The person who has a clear, consistent,
positive and realistic, self-concept will
generally behave in healthy, confident,
constructive and effective ways. Such
persons are more secure, confident, and
self-respecting. In general, and other

17
things being equal, the more optimal_the
individual's self=concept the .mare effectively he will function.
In contrast, persons who have a low opinion of them/

selves tend t. have a negative self-concept.

have a ne

Individuals who

,4
-concept have feelings of inadequa9?

strong/ nferior,f elings, are passive, and concerned about
theiiihealth (Kirk, 1952; Horrall, 1957; Kimball, a953),
Kurtz. and Swenson, (1951) and Gowan (1957) reported that.the

nsuccessful person was self7de;ogatory, depressed in his
self- concept and lacked self confidence.

The Relationship Between Self-Concept and Academic Achievement
In recent years, the self-concept has received
increased attention as_an important aspect of the educationa
/ process.

Attention has "been directed towards establishing a

4'elationship between the self-concept_and academic achievement.

Purkey (1970) has suggested that there is a relation",

ship between a positiVe self-concept and academic achievement.

This view was supported by,Jackspnand Statther (1964, p.513)
who stated:

Learning effectiveness is enhanced by the
possession of particular psychological
strengths, such as positive attitude toward
schOol, realistic achievement goals, and
feelings of self-confidence.
Lumpkin (1959) reported that over-achievers

'signifigant17more positive self-concepts than

a
achievers_

who were matched for chronological age, mental/age, sex and
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socio-edWimic background at the fifth grade level.

At the

college level; Combs and Davies (1966) found that college
Ietudents who had a positive attitude towards their scholadtic

'ability expected and obtained higher college grades.

A rklationship 1tween a pbsitive self-concept and
aademic achievement has been found at different grade levels.

Wattenberg and Clifford(1964) reported that self-concept
measures in kindergarten children were significantly predictive
of success in reading.

Williams and Cole (1968) found a

positive correlation between the self-concept and achievement
in,reading and mathematics among sixth graders.
.

Bruck (1957)

reported positive and'significant relationships between selfconcept and academic achievement for students in grades three
through six and in the eleventh grade.
6

Irwin (1967) reported
0'

significant relationships between self- concept ,and, academic
'achievement among college freshman.

A relationshi, bepeen self-concept and academic
achiev ment has also been established for minority students.

aplin (1966) and Andrews (1971) found that Black children who

'e*ibit;d a positive self-concept attained higher academic
achieVements. 44Del Buono (101) reported ia significant relation-

ship between a positive self-concept and academic achievement

for Chicano seventh grade stude4s.
Studehts who have a negative self-concept tend to
4

'4have a low educational achievement,

Combs (1964) found that

--under-achieving high school males viewed ,themselves signifi-

2

4
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cantly different than high achieving high school males.
I

Students were matched. according to race, age, spcio-econoniic

status and intelligence.

The results indicated that the under-

achievers viewed themselves as less adequate and less accept.

,

able to others than the high achieving males.
Similar findings have been reported in relationship
to academic achievement.

Davidson ankpreenber,g (1967)

reported that a negative self - concept was related to low

achievement.
.

Campbell,(196

anp.Coopersmith .967) supported

the premise of a low,, positive relationship between self

concept and academic achievement-at the elementary schbol
level.

Among college freshman,, Centi (1965) found that

students, who received :falling grades had a negative self4.

concept.-

p
Studies investigating the relationlp between a

negative self-concept and low academic achieve*ent for Chicano
students have shown similar trends.

Hiskiki (199) reported a

relationship between,a negative self-concept and low academic
achievement for Chicana females at the sixth grade level.

Palomares (1967a, 1967b) also found a relationship between a
negative self-concept and low academic achievement for Chicano
students from the preschool to high school level.
Zimmerman and Allebrand (1965) conducted a study in

which one half of the subjects were Chicanos.
poor readers had a low sense of personal worth.

They found,that
McDaniel

(1967) found a relationship between low self-concept scores
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and inadequate verbal skills among Chicano students.
Several studies have confirmed a low educational
achievement by Chicano students.

The United States Commission

on Civil Right's (1971, 1972, 1973, 1974) conducted an

extensive study on Chicanos and education in the Southwest.
The reports covered school
segregation, educational achievement, cultural differences, educational financing, teacherpupil interaction and recommendations for a quality education.
The Commission on Civil Rights issued six reports from 1971 to
1974 on its findings.

In,general, the, Commission found a low

educational achievement by Chicano students in the public
1

schools of the Southwest.
The United States Commission on Civil Rights (197

reported that the propor*on of Chicano students reading below
their grade level was twice as-,94.rge as Anglos who were

reading below their grade level.

The Commission on Civil

Rights also found that Chicanos were overrepresented in
classes for the mentally retarded.

This finding was supported

by Ortego (1970) who reported that the percentage of Chicano
students classified as having inferior I.Q.'s was 2i times the,
percentage of Chicanos in the population.
Several studies have confirmed a high dropout rate
for Chicano students.

The United States Commission on Civil

Rights (1971) repoAed that Chicanos had a higher attrition
rate than Anglos and Blacks.

Approximately 40 percent of the

,Chicano students dropout of school by the twelfth grade.
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The

Commission on Civil Rights reported that in Calif
Chicanos were 2i times more likely than Anglos
of school before completing the twelfth grade.

T

that in Texas Chicanos were 3.2 times more likely
of school thAn Anglos.

Similar findings were reported by Ortego, 1970) who
found that the dropout rate for Chicancs was more tha

rate of the national average.

Ortego also reported' t

twice the
t 50

peicent of the Chicano students in California di'opped
school -by the-eighth grade.

In comparison to other groups,
completed less years of education.

anos have

Anglos complete 12.1 'years,

Blacks 9.0 years, and Chicanos 7.1 years of education (OT

The low educational performance by Chicano students/

mary and secondarylevel has resulted in fewer
ntinuing into higher education.

The United States

Commission on Civil Rights (1071) reported that approximately
one out of every two Anglo elementary students in the Southwest entered college.

In contrast, approximately one out of

The Carnegie Commission

every four Chicanos entered college.

on Higher Education (1971) found that only 15 percent of the
students identified as Spanish surname between the ages of 25
to 34 had completed one or more years of college.

In compar-

ison, 30 percent of Anglos between the ages of 25 to 34 had
completed one or more years of college.

The Commission on

%

ti
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Civil Rights (1971) also reported that approximately 23.8
percent of the Anglos who started college completed their

education while only 5.4 percent of the Chicanos who started
r_,Icollege completed their education.

Ortego (1970) has reported on the low enrollment of
Chicanos in the-institutions of higher education in the Southwest and California between 1966 and 1969.

He found that

Chicanos accounted for 14 percent of the population in
California but that only 2 percent of the California State

College, enrollmentwasdOmprised of Chicano students.

Ortego

found that of the 12,000 students at San JOse State College
that only 200 were Chicano and that less than i of 1 percent
of the Chicano students graduated.

Ortego also reported that

less-than i of 1 percent of Chicano students were enrolled in
the University of California campuses.

At the University of

California at Los Angeles there were 29,000 students enrolled

but only 300 were Chicano. At the University of California
at Berkeley there were 25,000 studdnts in 1966 and only 78
were Chicano..

Ortego (1970) reported that Chicanos comprised

almost half of the population Of New Mexico but that less than

8-perc9nt,of them attended the state univeraties.
Recent figures on Chicano enrollment have confii-Med

an increase in the number of Chicano students-entering

institutionsOf higher education (Lopez and Enos, 1972;
College and University Business, 1972; Chancellors Office,
California Community Colleges, .1973).
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Lopez and Enos (1972)

23

reported that Chicano enrollment in California was 3.2 percent

at the university level, 5.4 percent in the state colleges and
7.9 percent in the community colleges.

A survey by the

College Entrance Examination Board in the Southwest estimated
that Chicanos comprised 17 percent of the population in, the
Southwest.

The survey found that Chicano enrollment was 14'

percent in the community colleges and 6 percent in four year
colleges (College'and University Business, 1972).

In

California, the percentage of Chicano students in the community

colleges increased from 8.5 in 1971 to 9.4 percent in 1973
(Chancellors Office, California Community Colleges, 1973).
A review of the related literature suggests a
relationship between self-concept and academic achievement.
Students who have a positive self=conceldf are more likely to
eicperience academic success while students who have a negative

self-concept are more likely:to experience_edu6ational failure
Purkey (1970, p. 15) stated, "overall, the research evidence
clearly shbws a persistent and significant relationship between
the self-concept and academic achievement."
that the academic problems

en;;;;37-Si

It was suggested

ChiCano students and

other minority students may be related 'to a negative self4^

concept.

Minorities and Self-Concept
It was suggested that a positive self-concept was
important for psychological well being and academic achievement.
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The educational problems encountered by Chicanos and Rther
minority students may be related' to cOnflictS in self-Cncept
development.

Gayle (1969) reported that ethnic and socio-

economic influences had an effect.on the development of the
self-concept:.

Studi s investigating the self-concept of minority
students and Anglos

11.fr.g

est that minority students face more

conflicts than Anglos in developing a positive self-concept.
The Educational ,Policies Commis'sion (1962, p. 33) has stated:

The disadvantaged are the main victims of
practices that frustrate the development
of self-respect. 'The resulting sense of
inferiority and exclusion is most severe
among Negroes, but it is seriously felt
among Puerto Ricans and Mexican-Americans\
whom other whites commonly regard as_non-white.

Moses, Zirkel, and Greene (1973) addressed themselves

to the relatkzhip between minority status and self-concept.
They were interested in determining whether minority group
membership fostered a depressed, self-concept.' They administered
1

the Coopersmith Self Esteem Inventory to 5th and 6th grade
Black, Anglo, and,Puerto Rican disadvantaged students.

The

1

Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory consisted of forty-two selfreport items.

The results of the StudY indicated that ethnic

group membership had a significant effect on the self-concept.

The self-concept level of Puerto Ricans was significantly
,

lower than that of Anglo and Black students.
Similar findings were reported by,Coombs (1958) who
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compared the self-concept of American Indians to that of
Anglos.

Coombs found that Indian students exhibited lower

self-concept scores than Anglo students.
Most studies on the, self- concept of minority

students have concentrated on Blacks (Healey and DeBlassie
(1974)).

Black children have been described as growing up

under the handicap of a negative self-concept by Butts (1963)
and Newton (1969).

Butts suggested that the factor of skin

color contributed to a negattire self-concept.

were found to be associated withBlack skin.

Negative values

Newton reported

that the Black child learned of his assigned inferior status
at an early age and as a result, experienced feelings of
humiliation and rejection:

Stabler (1971) reported similar findings in a study
conducted with Black and Anglo preschool children.

The

children were asked to respond to descriptive statements that
they heard.

Anglo children reported hearing more positive

statements than negative statements while Blacks heard more
negative than potittallestatements.

Stabler attributeoOl'e

results to the attitudes of society toward
internalizaltten-if-the reactions 6f "sign

n

for and the

cant others."

-Chicanos and Self-Comp-IA

Several studies have compared the self-concept of
Chicanos to other ethnic groups and haVe suggested that
Chicanos have a negative self-concept.
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Shelibow (1973)

26
compared the self-concept of-ilispanic students between the

ages of nine to eleven to that of Anglo students.

She

concluded that Hispanic,students had a lower self-concept
than the Anglo students.

The Educational Policies C mkssion

(1962) reported that Chicanos exhibited -a negative zelfconcept.

McDaniel (1967) compared the self-concept of

"Chicanos
ChicanCs to Blacks and Anglos.

She found that the mean self-

concept of Chicanos was lower than the self-concept of Anglos.
Schwartz (1969) assessed the self-concept of Chicano
and Anglo students at the junior high and senior high school
level.

She found that Chicanos had a lower self-concept-than

Anglo students and that the difference became greater at the
senior high school level.

,Coleman (1966) reported that the

mean self-concept of Chicano students was significantly
lower than the mean self-concept of Blacks and Anglos.

Mason

(1969) found that Chicanos had a lower self-concept than
Anglos.

Hishiki (1969) conducted a study involving sixth
grade Chicana females from Los Angeles and white sixth grade
females
rel:

rom Georgia.

She was interested in

onship between self-concept_and acad

asuring the

Z.
is achievement.

shiki found that Chicanes females had lower mean self-concept
scores than the Anglo-females.

Gillman (1969) -reported on a

study involving Chicano and Anglo fourth and sixth grade
students.

She found that Chicano students i.n New Mexico,had

a lower self-concept than Anglo students.
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Evans and Anderson (1973) investigated self-concep
value, and educational aspiration. differences between Chi ano.

and Anglo junior high students.

They interviewed the
.

and administered 3questionnaire to the subjects.

The results

indicated that Chicanos exhibited a significantly lower self
conceit of ability than Anglos, they had a fatalistic present

time orientation, and had lower educational avirations t
Anglos.

Chicanos also had self-doubts over their ability to

succeed in high school and college.
.

Evans and Anderson

attributed the negative .01f-concept of Chicano students to
the values and experiences associated with a culture of
poverty.

Rice, Ruiz, and Padilla (1974) conducted a study in

which Chicano

Black, and Anglo preschool and third grade

students partia pated.

All of the participants were from a
The subjects were shown three

low socip-economic status.

photogr

hs of adult males who were Chicano, Black and Anglo.

They were asked to identify:
Ethnic group differences.
The 'person who looked most like them.
3. 'The person they liked the most.
The person they would like to grow up to
,4.
be like.
The person they would prefer as a big
5.
brother.
1.
2.

The subjects identified,the ethnic group differences
person who looked like them.

the

Neither Blacksjior.Chicanos

expressed a significant preferehCe for their own ethnic group.
They also selected the picture of an'Anglo rather than their

ea,

3G

/-

would pier to'grow up to be

hnicity
like.

In addition, they selected ,t

picture of an Anglo as
_

'the

person they would like fOrj-big brother. 'In contrast,
,/

O

Anglos selected the pictures c/f-their own ethnic group.

Ruiz, and Padilla (197
Chicano and Iilack,pa

Rice,,

reported that the respopses of t
i "pants indicated a lack of a positive

self-concept.

A/

2y comparing the *self- concept of native born

an was conducted by

Chicanos; t that of the foreign born Mex
Dworkiin

1965).

Dworkin selected 280 Siubjects who were asked

//

to

)scribing themselves.

pond,to a series of words

/

ive born Chicanos vi ewe

/

4ehaselves as poor', of

The

ow social

class, uneducated, fat, dark, proud, lazy, and unambitious.
They responded positively on onlsc one _of the twelve items.

The foreign born Mexicans pictured themselves as proud,,happy,
practical/ -and-we-11 adjusted.

They responded positively on
The self-images of the native

ten out of the twelve items.

/-

rn Chicano were more negative than the foreign born Mexican

who tended to be more positive and optimistic.

,

Dworkin (1965) suggested that the native born
.

Chicano may have employed Anglo society
economic position as a reference poi
negative self - concept and:justi

/7
nd his,present sociothus,arxiving at a

ing his inferior position.

The foreign born Mexican may have employed his peers in

Plexicoashisreferenpe'lle
point.,Thmay feel that his status
in the United States was better than it was in Mexico and
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therefore react more positively.

In addition the foreign

born Mexican may have acquired a stronger cultural background
and developed greater racial pride that contributed to a more
positive self-concept than the native_born Chicano.

Several ptudies;have attributed a negative selfn
,//
ooncept to Ch tanos because of cultural differences and the
attitude

Palomares (1972)

society towards Chicanos.

suggested that the_Chicano subculture was victimized by the
larger American culture and that this influenced thee selfconcept.

language.

PaloMares felt that one aspect of the'culture was

He pointed Out that Spanish was not considered a

prestige language in American society in comparison to other
languages such as French.

In addition, he felt that a nega-

tive attitude existed toward the Spanish accent.

Palomares

reviewed other-aspects of the. culture such as dress, value,,

systems, and socio-economic factors.

Palomares suggested

that the Chicanos were surrounded by an environment that
related negatively toward their speech, mannerism, culture,
and skin color.

He felt that Chicanos were denied their
.

.

ethnic. identity and that they eventually-leained-ttThe

,

E --

extremely defensive and negative about themselves.

They

learned how to accept the role of victims in society.
the process of accepting the role of

In

victim and failure,

Palomares suggested that a negative self-concept developed.
Similar findings were reported by Hernandez (1967,
1969) who found that Chicano students experienced value
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onflicts in an Anglo educational system and in an Anglo
society.

This value conflict' contributed to identity

problems and a negative self-concept.

As Chicanos became

aware of the Stigma of second class citiZenship, they
assigned themselves the inferior position given to them by
the dominant society.

Hernandez (1969, p..36) stated that,

"many Mexican-American children develop a negative self,.

image which comes from too many experiences of.failure."

The insecurity and negative self-conbept held by
some Chicanos has been related ta,negative attitudes by the
dominant society toward Chicano cultural values (DeLeon,
1959).

These attitudes were viewed by DeLeon as making

Chicanos ashamed of their ethnic,ancestory.-

Several studies have suggeSted that the educational
system has contributed to the negative self- concept of

Chicano students (Cross, 1973; Espinoza, 1971).

Cross felt

that the negative self-concept of Chicano students was due
to the failure of the schools to serve the Chicano, thus
.

,.causing further alienation.

,

Espinoza found that Chicano

students suffered a loss of identity and did not participate
in the classroom.
.

She attributed this to a curriculum that
iences of Chicano students.

did not reflect__ the cultural

`Palomares.(1967a, 1967b, 1968) found
negative self-concept among Chicano student
school districtS.

dences of a

in three California

re (1967a), assessed
In one study, Palo/l07s
7s

the perceptual-motor, social-emotional, and intellectual.
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academic level of Chicano students from the preschool
sixth grade. level!

He found that Chicanos Viewed t emselves

in a less favorable way than the normative popul: ion.

Their

self - concept ,seemed permeated with feelings of inadequ'acy and
*low self-esteem in both the home and school nvironment. The

feelings of a negative self- concept were
0

linguistic and cultural differences enc

tributed to
ntered in the educe-

tional system.

Palomares (1967b) found s Filar results in a'study
)

conducted with Chicano students f om the preschool to twelfth
grade level.

Thirteen Chicano

tudents from each`grade level

IIPZ# assessed for social and -motional characteristics.
:result's indicated a n

I

The

atl e- self-concept and feelings of

inadequacies.
Palomares (1968) conducted a study on the educational,

needs of Chicano students.

He surveyed Chi-cano students,

parents, professionals and organizations.

Palomares found't

a negative self-image existed among Chicano students and thii
they were surrounded by negative school conditions.

Palomares

suggested that the educational problems and needs of Ciiicanoto,
students had not been dealt with.

The educational and culture'l

isolation of the Chicano contributed to his negative,self- 4
concept.
Several studies have sUktgestea that the expectations

of'"significant others" and the' internalization of a "selffulfilling prophecy" .of failure have contributed to the
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negative self - concept of Chicapo students.

Carter (2970) and Palomares (1970) reported that

many educators viewed Chicano students as having a negative.
self-concept.

PaZoares (1970) and Mead (1934) suggested

'that the manner in which a person was dealt with by
.

1

St

.

"significant other?ihad an effect on establishing a
satisfactory identity and a poiitive self-concept.
A

The

tendencylof "significant others" to associate Chicanos with
a negative self-concdpt was viewed by Palomares (1970) as
reinforcing the, self - fulfilling prophecy of failure.

The United States Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare (1973) reported that Chicano students often come
to school with negative feelings about themselves and that
their first contact with th, schools usually reinforced these
feelings or created new ones.

Consistently poor academic

performances in schools that were incompatible with their
cui.tural background further contributed to negattve self.

concepts.

The Department concluded that teacher expectations

for disadvantaged minority students tended to become self-

'

fulfilling prophesies of failure:

The suggestion that:the reactions of "Significant
others" can influence the self-concept in a positive or
negative manner ha,

been investigated by Brookover, et. al.,
I

(1962; 1965). %They sought to determine Whether the expecta4

tions and evaluations held by "significant others" would effect
the self- concept of academic ability.

They concluded that

41
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academic achievement was limited by the student's self-

concept of his ability to achieve and that the reactionpf,
"significant others" was important to this perception...

Positive changes in evaluations by "significant others"
raised the student's self-concept of ability and positively
influenced academic achievement.

Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968) reported on the
results of an experiment involving teacher expectations and the
self-fulfilling prophecy,

The experiment-was conducted in an

elementary school that had an enrollment of 650 students.
Chicano students comprised approximately 1/6 of, the school
enrollment.

The purpose-of the studx was to assess the

effects of teacher expectations on the students intellectual

It was hypothesized that students would do what was

growth.

expected of them.

All of the students were pretested with a

standard nonverbal test of intelligence.

'The elementary teachers were told that 1/5 of the
students, on the basis of ability tests previously administered, had,hfgh academic potential.

Teachers were given the

names of the students designated as "acad5tmic bloomers."

These names were actually chosen by random -selection.' The

difference between the special Students and the other
ordinary students was in the mind of the teacher.

Students

It in the experimental and control groups were retested with
the same 1.q. teSt after one semester.

Comparisons were

made between the experimental and control groups for changes
.
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In I.Q. on the pretest -Ettd posttest.

The results indicated

that 19 percent of the studentS,in the control group gained
20 or more I.Q. points.

In the experimental group, 47

percent of the students gained 20 or more I.Q. points.

Those

students who were identified as high-potential students
scored significantly higher than the students who were..not

identified as high potential students.

Rosenthal and

Jacobson (1968, p. 121) concluded that "children who are
expected by their teachers to gain intellectually in fact acs

show greater'intellectual gains after one year than do
children of whom such gains are not expected."

Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968) suggested that the
teachers. expectations, mannerisms, and expressions helped the

child to learn.

They also suggested that a change towards a

N\

1

positive Self--concept may have been d factor in, academic

achievement.
In a related study, Anderson and Safari (1967)

reported on an experiment assessing the perceptions of parents,
teachers, school administrators, school board members, and the
community towards the abilities of Anglo, Chicano and Indian
students.

Anderson and Safar were interested in asse4Sing the'

effects of "significant others", such as the family and school
personnel, on educational achievement and self-concept development.

nities.

The experiment took place in two Southwestern commuCommunity A was primarily Anglo in makeup.

The school

board, school adilnistration and most of the teachers were

tly

4 3 -`
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Anglo.

.

Community B was ethnically balanced with 60 perctae
,...se

.

of the families being Chicano and 40 percent Anglo.

The

school board in community B was primarily comprised of
Chicanos.

The superintendent was Chicano, but the other

administrators and most'of the teachers were Anglo.

Families

in-both communities, dre interviewed along with school
personnel.

Participants were asked to evaluate the abilities

of Anglo, Chicano and Indian students in comparison to their
own children.

They were also asked whether they felt that

the educational failure of Chicanos and Indians was related
to differential treatment by teachers and administrators.

In addition, they were asked whether these failures were

attributed to inadequaciespn the educational program.
The results of the study by Anderson and Safar (1967)
indicated that members'of all groups Petceived the Anglo
student as most capable, Chicanos as less capable, and
,Indians as least capabld.

Anglo families viewed Chicano

Students as having little encouragement from their parents and
\

A

a

not appreciating education.
ilar sentiments.

Chicano families also voiced

In regards to the adequacy of the

of programs,,Chicano families felt that the programs were
c41. ntedttowards Anglo students, while Anglo families also
fel

that all three ethnic groups were served by the school

prOgrams.

Chicano families, however, exhibited the highest

level of satisfaction with the present educational program
despite the fact that their children performed poorly in

41.1
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school.

Anderson and Safar suggested that Chicano parents
,

attributed the. failure of their children in the schools to a

lack of ability rather than to inadequacies in the educational
programs.

Anderson and Safar suggested in their study that the
"self-fulfilling prophecy" of failure and a negative selfconcept was in evidence.

Chicanos thought of themselves as

inferior and therefore failed in school, thus reinforcing the
prophecy.

Chicano parents and school personnel tended to also

reinforce the failure syndrome.

The school experience created

a basis for the further development of a negative self-concept.
A belief in their inferiority seemed to be internalized by the
minority groups.

Manuel (1965) described the inferior feelings of the
Chicano student.

Manuel referred to thb problems of poverty,

language difficulties, educational failures, and rejection by
other persons.

Manuel suggested that some Chicanos became

more insecure as feelings of inferiority set in and that
eventually they gave up and assumed the inferior status.
Steiner -(1970, pp. 212-213) reported on the feelings

of a Chicano student towards the educational system and its
effect on the self-concept:

Schools try to brainwash Chicanos. They..try
to make us forget our history, to be ashamed
of being Mexican, of speaking Spanish. They
succeed in making us feel empty and angry
inside.
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In summary, studies investigating the self-concept
indicate that 'Chicano students encounter conflicts that
hinder the development of a positive self- concept.

These

conflicts include linguistic and cultural difference's, socio-

economic status differences, the orientation of the educational curriculum and attitudes of society towards Chicanos.
In additkoft, the reactions and expectations of "significant
others" contribute to a self-fulfilling prophecy' of failure

that lowers the self-concept.
Educational Programs and Self- Concept Enhancement

A curriculum that enhances the self-concept appears
to have potential value for students who have a negative
self-concept.

Revisions in the educational curriculum

towards courses that emphasize self-concept enhancement were
suggested by Andrews (1971) who found that the school
curriculum could significantly contribute to self-concept
enhancement.

This view was supported by Purkey (1970, p. 43)
4

who stated, "several studies have shown that it is possible to
develop a curriculum in which the expected academic learning
takes place while positive self-concepts are being built."
Crovetto, Fischer, and Boudreaux (1967) reported

the
the results of an experiment assessing the relationship
between courses of study and self-concept.

They developed al,

modified Head Start curriculum specifically designed to affedt
the child's self-concept in a positive direction.
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They found
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that the experimental curriculum was effective in enhancing
the self-concept of the children.

In a similar study, Landry, Schilson, and Pardew
(1974) reported on a self-concept enhancement program

involving nursery,school children.

They found-significant

increases on fourteen self-concept variables.

At the junior high level, Schulman, Ford, and Busk
(1973) reported on the results of a unit on self-concept
enhancement.

self-concept.

They found a positive change in the student's
Davis (1969) conducted a study assessing the

effects of group counseling, on underachieving seventh and
ninth grade males.

Their initial self-concepts were low.

By

the end of the year, Davis (1969) repOrted significant increases in self-concept and academic achiel4ment gains were
evident the following year.'

Frankel (1964) investigated the effects of a.
special program on the self-perceptions of academically talented high school students.

Frankel (1964) reported that

after completing the program that the students exhibited
significant increases in self-concept.

Ankenbrand (1971) conducted an experiment on the
relationship between small group personal growth experierices.

and self-concept increases among community college freshmen.

Subjects in the control group, the leader oriented group, and
the group oriented group all had initial low-self7Concepts.

He found positive self-concept changes in the leader oriented'
group.
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Mullins and Perkins (1973) reported on the results

of a seIf-actualization program involving 34 college under.

graduate students.

They participated. in a program _in biologi-

cal science that emphatized emotional ag well as intellectual
growth.
stressed.

The application of biology to social problems was
The participants were exposed. to discussions,

field trips, community projects and encounter groups.

The

results indicated that the participants showed significant
,increases on nine out of twelve self - actualization measures.

Several programs involving minority students
indicate the importance of these programs in self-concept
enhancement for minority students.

Payne and Dunn (1972)

investigated the self-concept of Chicanos, Blacks, and Anglos.
They reported that group guidance experiences were important
in contributing towards positive self-concept changes.

Evans

(1968) found that teaching science bilingually resulted in
improved attitudes towards the self for junior high school
Puerto Rican students.
Thornburg (1974) investigated the effects of a
special dropout program on attitudes towards the self and

Owards school.

Ninth gradeChicano, Black, Indian, and

Anglo students attending a rural Arizona high school Tartletpated in the experiment.

were utilized.

Positive reinforcement techniqueS

Thornburg (1

4) found that the special

programs resulted in significant improved attitudes towards
the self and towards sfchool.
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Ethnic Studies programs have also shown a relation/

ship to self - concept enhancement.

Vivian (1972) reported on

an Indian culture curriculum intended to enhance the self\4411e

.

The culture

concept of ninth grade Oglala Indian students.

and history of the Oglala Indians was studied during the
school year.
minutes.

Classes were held each day for forty-five

The results

Pre and posttests were administered.

of the'experiment suggested that the self - concept increased

and that attitudes towards school also improved.
Similar results were obtained in a study involving
eleventh and twelfth grade students enrolled in an Ethnic
Studies course covering the culture and history of Chicanos,
Blacks, Indians and Asians (Funkund and Peterson,

1973).

Participants who completed the course showed significantly
different attitudes as compared to students who were. not

enrolled in the Ethnic Studies course.

Atitude changes

resulted in a more positive and more acceptable self-concept
as well as a more favorable attitude towards school.
A number of studies have investigated the relation.

ship between self-concept and Black Studies.

Yee and Fruth

(1973) reported on an experiment that'integrated the Black
experiences into the major concepts of American History.

Yee

sought to determine whether elementary children could enhance
their identity and improve their achievement through the study
of Black History.

Yee and Fruth (1973) found that achievement

to
scores increased significantly and attributed this increase
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the effects of the self-enhancing Black curriculum.

Andrews (1971) investigated the effects of a Black
udies program on the self-concept and academic achievement
of Black elementary students.

results on both measures.

Andrews found significant

Black-students developed a more

positive self-concept as a result of being exposed to the

Black Studies curriculum and there was a significant increase
in the student's achievement.

Matthews (1971) also found

that tenth grade Black students experienced an improvement in
their self-concept as a result of participation in a. Black

Studies program.
Chicano' Studies and Self-Concept Enhancement',

Tin following rationales have been presented for the
1.

establishment of Chicano Studies programs (Guerl'a, 1970; Macias,

1970; Wilde, 1970; Cabrera, 1971):
1.

The school curriculum has traditionally
been Anglo oriented and has omitted the
culture and contributions of Chicanos.

2.

Chicano studies courses will benefit
all students in promoting desirablehuman relations and positive social
attitudes.

3.

Chicano Studies courses will aid Chicano
students in developing a positive selfconcept and in motivating Chicanos
towards greater progress in basic learning skills.

,

Several educators have referred to the school
curriculum as being Anglo oriented and excluding the Chicano.
Rodriguez (a970, p. 18) .has stated:

)0,

Th- schools are culturally biased. They
e designed to., produce and serve students
patterned after a'one-culture mold; at the
same time, they exclude those who do not
The schools persist in
fit the pattern.
remaining monocaltural while we are bi-ccurtgral. Little wonder, then, that ,most
of us have experienced an educational
trauma.

Rivera (1972) also found limited coV rage and
attention devoted to Chicanos in history bourses and suggested
the need for the coverage of Chicano contributions.

Rivera

(1972, p. 201) stated, "in analyzing the structure of our

school system one finds that the majority of our schools And
colleges .are too traditional in curriculUm."

Similar findings

and concern were reported by Palomares (1968), Palomares
(1970), and Espinoza (1971).

The United States Commisiion on Civil Rights (1972,
1974) found that only 4.3 percent of the elementary schools

and 7.3 percent of the secondary schools surveln_the-----Southwest had a co rse in Chicano history in their curriculum.
The Commission repo ted that the Chicano culture, heritage(
and contributions were omitted from the school curriculum.
Ortego '(197

pp. 45-46) has summarized the'findings

of studies on the Anglo orientation of the school curriculum
by stating:

The conclusion can only be that the
academic failure of Mexican-Americans
is the result of inadequate school
programs rather than the consequences
of low achievement or aspiration levels
on their part or their familisa.
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In addition to the curriculum inadequacies, textbooks have either omitted or distorted the-Chicano history.
7

Cabrera (1971) and Psencik*(1972) have reported on the shortage of materials on Chicanos and

he stereotyped view po5.nt

of Chicanos that is often portr yed in the textbdoks.
Gaines (1971) found similar results.,

He analyzed

recently published textbooks on American history.

The

results indicated that the Chicano history and, contributions

were omitted from the textbooks.

Gaines alsO folind that a

distorted, stereotyped view of the Chicano as lawless, lacy,
and undemocratic was presented-in the text ooks.
A number of studies have reco

ended Chicano

Studies courses or units that emphasize/Chicano history and
culture as a solution towards a curriculum that would more
adequately meet the needs of Chicano

tudentS (Palomares,

1968; Palomares, 1970; Espinoza, 197 ).
courses and

t31

ChiCano Studies

were suggested to correct the

exclusion of Chicano history and cu ture from the curriculum
(The United States Commission on C vil Rights, 1974; Dunfee,
1970; The Education of the Mexica -American:

the Proceedings of the Lake Arto
1966, 1967).

A summary of

ead and Anaheim Conference,

Ramirez, Taylor, :nd P= ersen (1971), De Leon

(1959), and Forbes (1967) sug es -d that the schools should
capitaliz

on the cultural

periences of Chicanos and revise

their curriculum to 19,clu e Chicano history and culture.
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Chicano Studies courses have

beeC n

described as

having value not only for Chicano students but for other
ethnic groups as well .(Psenclk, 1972; Gallegos, 1969).
.

its

Forbes (1967) reported on the need for all students to share
in the knowledge and appreciation of the Chicano legacy in
Cabrera (1971) cited the need for interethnic

the Southwest.

respect and
could lea

ceptance.

He suggested that Chicano Studies

to constructive changes in attitudes and could

redu ce, he artificial barridrs that existed because people

dtenot understand and respct each other.
is Studies courses in

The potential iilue'of
self-concept enhancement was reporte
Shelibow (1973).

by Zirkel (1971) and

Zirkel suggested that the effect-of bi-

cultural education programson self-concept enhancement
merited the attention of scholars.

Shelibow recommended

that bicultural programs should be intoducd in the
curriculum to aid in developing a more positive self concept.
Cabrera (1971) reported. that multicultural programs

could enhance the self-concept and that utilizing the cultuie
of a person for self-growth was conceptually promising.
Negrete (1973, p. 6) stated, "the importance of knowing one's

own cultural heritage has long been recognized as basic to
self-identity.

Palomares (1967a, 1967b, 1968, 1972) suggested that
a curriculum reflecting the Chicano heritage would enhance the
self-concept of Chicano students.
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Gallegos (1969) developed

11-5

cultural uni

of instruction for stu1ents in the first

thiokigh the Fourth grade.

The units_dealing with Chicanos

were concerned with the family structure, the role played by
Chicanqs_in the development of New Mexico, and the contri-,
butions of Chicanos.
of Chicano stude

Gallegos suggested that the self-concept

s could be enhanced by exposure to unitsdbf

instruction that were related to the Chicano history and
culture.

Rivera (1972) cited the value of Chicano Studies in
contributing to self-respect, self-assurance and dignity.

Cordova (1970, p. 179) supported this viewpoint by stating,
"biculturalism would mean an increase in self-respect, selfconfidence, and the feeling of self-Worth."
p.

Carranza (171,

'191' also suggested that Chicano Studies could be self-

enhancing.

Carranza stated:

Mexican-American Studies has the opportunity to engage in the search for new
meanings that will make our situation
clear to ourselves and to our fellow men
and lead to new possibilities of perceptioit that will effect a workal2le and more
realistic concept of the Chicano self.

It was previcosly mentioned that a number of
experiments have supported a relationship between selfconcept and academic achievement.

A possible relationship

between Chicano Studies, self-concept enhancement, and
academic achievement has also been suggested.

Cordova (1970)

reported that psychological readiness was necessary for'
learning to take place.

He suggested that Chicanos could

4. 5
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perform more efficiently if they saw their heritage reflected'

a

,in the Curriculum.
,

An educational environment,that reflected.

the Chicano heitage could enable Chicanos to develop a
positive self-eneept that was necessar

for successful

.

°lung tCordova,

q11-

that pride in the,

1970;, Forbes, 1967).

t was also-suggested

xioan-American heritage should be stimu,

lated because it offe ed promise as a motivating force towards

school achievementtlThe Education of the Mexican-American:

A

Summary of the Proceedings of the:Lake Arrowhead: and Anaheim
Conferences, 1966, 1967).

Hernandez (1969, P. 38) also suggested that Chicano
Studies could enhance the self-concept and result in greater
academi

chie ement.

He stated:

Edtablished
rricula should be expanded
to inClude t e culture, heritage and
other contribu ons of the Mexican and
Mexican-American to the American scene.
A change of perspeCtive will contribute
greatly to the develdpment of a mope
positive self-image, which in turn will
create
er motivation, the key to
learnt g and
evement.

`b.

While a

elationshipltetween Chicano Studies and

self-concept has been suggested, experiments Investigating
=
' this relatiwship have been liMited
(Shelibow1,9231,Realey____

and DeBlassie, 1974).

Some studies, howeV'er, have found a

r0'

relationship between programs oriented towards Chicanos and
the effects of these programs on the self-concept.

Hamilton

(1970) reported that a group counseling prograb directed

'

toggards.Chicano students resulted in a positive change in the

4-

rr

th)
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self-concept of Chicano students:

,BilingUal-bicultural programs have shown potential

value in self - concept. enhancement.
that bill

Thonis (1969) suggested

al-bicultural programs enhanced the self-concept

of Chicano students.

Fisher \(1974) conducted an exjieriment

.on the effects of a bilingual =- bicultural program op tN,self.t1

concept.

Participants were administered the Piers-Harris

Children's Self-Concept Scale And the Howard Haze test.
Fisher reported that Chicana females exhibited significant
increases in self-concept enhancement and in satisfaction
with themselves.
Several'pr grams directed towards Chicano students

have resulted not only in self-concept enhancement but also
in gains in academic achievement.

Cornete, Ainsworth, and

Askins (1974) reported on an early intervention program
involving Chicano preschool children who were identified as
"high,riSk" studentS.

The program consisted of a series of

learning activities and experiences designed to help develop
intellectual abilities, language facilities and a positiVe
self - concept.

Cornete found that Chicanos showed significant

gains'in mental ability, language, and demonstrated a positive
growth in. their self-concept.

Cornete suggested that a

specialized program could create positive_ changes in students

whose backgrounds were not conduCive to success,in school.'
Del Buono (1971) found similar results in an experiment investigating the effects of bilingual-bicultural

5G

4s
instruction on the self-corNpt and academic achievement of
Chicano seventh grade students.

.

He hypothesized that Chicano

students who were exposed to a bilingual - bicultural program

would show a more positive self-concept and' greater ,academic

achievement than Chicano students who, were not exposed t

bilingual-bicultUral program.

Del BuonO reported that the

Chicano students in the bilingual-bicultural programs, exhibited

a more positive self-concept and performed significantly,
better in academic achievement than the Chicano students who
'

were nit exposetl to the bilingual-bicultural program.

Gonzales and Plakos (1967) reported on the,effects
of an experimental class in bilingual-bicultural education
conducted for Chicano elementary students.

They fourid that

Chicano'students experienced greater academic achievement as
a result of the program.

A review of the,related literature suggests that\a
curriculum emphasizing self-concept development and courses

\

of study oriented towards the cultural background of students,
.

have been successful in self-concept enhancement.

Chicano.

Studies courses may perform an important function in raising
the self-concept of Chicano students.

ry

\{The Community College .and Chicano Studies

The possible relationship between Chidano Studie's

'and-self-concept enhanaempt provides educational institutions
with an opportunity to perlprm an important role in providing
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an educational program that enhances the aelf,..cancepti.

Marston (1968) and Newton (1969) have reported on theresponsibility and the importance of educational institutions
in self-concept development.

Robert's (1971-1972, pp. 107108) has shown the need
for a climate of learning that includes provi ions for realization of the self-concept.

Robertsstatadj__

It is essential then, that, at'

to

understanding and realization of selfconcept, and how to seek out and achieve
this understanding and realization,,-be
made a part of orientation and preparation of teachers for teaching and of
students for learning.
The potential role of educational 'institutions in
self - concept; development was further clarified by Combs and

Snygg (1959, p. 46) who stated:

To be really effective education will
ave to accept the task of dealing with
t e whole phenomenal field of the indi-

vi uaVa&producing changes in perception
of himse'f as well as A.n his perception
of his environment.

,Purkey (1970, p. 42) has stated:

'

If we are serious about*making an understanding of self-concept a central part
of the school, then we must seek out
ways of modifying our educational
methods to prevent the development of
negative self-concepts in Students.
Palomares (1968, p. 18) suggested that educational

institutions could perform an important role in the selfconcept enhancement of Chicano, students.

Maw> Mexioan-Amelcan students

--negative self - image; therefore

He stated:

ave a
he
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r

shoUld recognize that ii'plays
an important role in the, building of
a positive seal-image in these students.
It was previously suggested that Chicano Studies
courses could be a step forWard towards enhancing the'selfconcept of Chicano students.

The community colleges have

been identified as potentially performing an important role
in providing a curriculum that meets the needs of Chicano
students.

O'Banion (1972) suggested that community colleges

should make a greater effort to establish programs for
minority students.

Barron (1972) reported on the need for

recognition of cultural differences in the curriculum and
suggested that community colleges offeTed the best opportunity for curriculum changes.
Several studies have suggested that' the community

colleges offered Chicanos the best opportunity to enter
higher education and have suggested that colleges could

per4rm an important function in the education of Chicano
stud nts by offering Chicario Studies courses (Duran and

Bernar

1973; The Education of the Mexican-American:' A

Summary of the Proceedings of the Lake Arrowhead and--Anaheim
Conferences,

966 ,

,N

967).

The Californ

community colleges have taken action

towards recognizing the/esponsibilities of educational
institutions in me-

the needs of minority students.

The

California Community Col ege Board of Governors has required

that each community college in California offer a course in

)9

Ethnic Studies as a part of to general education program
(Brossman and Roberts, 1973).

In addition, Lopez and Enos (1972, pp. 49-50)

reported on the increase of Chicano Studies courses in
California colleges between 1968 and 1972:

It is clear that while some community
college districts are not moving along
as. rapidly as others, every s ch
institution is doing somethin to
bring ethnic or Chicano Studi s into
the curriculum. The data sh w that
there has been a, dramatic grCwth of
ethnic studies in general a tt MexicanAmerican or Chicano Studies in particular throughout California's systems
of public higher education
Educational institutions

be able to make a

major contribution in providinethe ki ds of educational
experiences that are self-enhancing.

C =unity colleges

may be able to perform an important role in enhancing the
self-concept of Chicano students by inclu ing Chicano
Studies in the Curriculum.

The potential

alue of Chicano

Studies in self-concept enhancement appears to be promising.
Summary,

A renewed interest in the self-concept has emerged.
A review of the related literature suggests a relationship
between self-concept and academic achievement.

A positive

self,-concept has.been associated With successful academic

achievement wh le a negative self-concept has been associated
with-low academic achievement.
.

GO

Chicano students have per-

formed at a low academic level.

A review of the literature

suggests that Chicano students may have a more negative than
/positive 'elf-concept and that courses of study have been
succeSsf14 in raising the self-concept.

Chicano Studies

courses have been proposed as a-Solution to the educational
and psychological problems related to a negative self-concept.

Limited studies suggest that a Chicano Studies curriculum can
\\

contribute towards self-concept enhancement and improved
academic achievement.

The community colleges were identified

as being in a position where they could meet the educational
and psychological needs of Chicano students by offering a
self-enhancing Chicano Studies curriculum.
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CHAPTER

I'

lir

METHODOLOGY

The

ry- purpose of this study is to determine

if participation in'the learning activities of a Chicano
Studies course would significantly

aise the self-concept of

ehicano-students enrolled in thes4 courses at the community
college level.

The purpose of this chapter is:

tl) to

define the subjects, (2) to describe the independent,
moderator, and dependent variables in the study, (3) to
describe the instrument used to measure the dependent
variable, (4) to outline the procedures used in collecting

the data, and (5) to descibe the statistical procedure
utilized in analyzing the
Subjects

d:ata

.

The study was conducted in an urban community
/

,college.

The community college was established in 19

and

.

at the time of the study ha
8400 students.

an enrollment of appro imately

Minority'stdents comprised appr

imately

45 per cent of the total enrollment.

The sample consisted of 65 Chicano s udents who
were enrolled in one of foU'

The 42 male and 23 female

selected Chicano Studies courses;

rticipanis were enrolled in the

non-required course on,a vol ntary basis.

They ranged in age

from 18 to 42, with two-thirds of the subjects between the
ages of 18-25.

The mean cumulative grade point average of /

6 253
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X

the participants was 2.52 and the mean yearly income. reported
by the subjects,m6S-$8,274.
Independent Variables
Four. courses from the' community

Chicano Studies.

college Chicano Studies curriculum were selected to assess

the effects of participation ina Chicano Studies course on
self-concept enhancement.

The four courses7selected
Chicano Literature.

1.

English 37:

2.

Human Development:

3.

Psychology 37:
American.

4.

Social Science 42:
the United States.

The 'Chicano and.Education.

Psychology of the MexicanThe Mexican-American in

The course content in English 37 was concerned with
The objectives

a review of Chicano writers (see Appendix A).

of the course were to explore the writings o(Chicanos, to

Promote individual\creativity in writing Chicaho prose, to
sain.a greater understanding of the Chicano through poetry
and to incr

se-the students ethnic awareness.

The subject matter in the Chicano and Educat
.course covered a review of the educational prob

ms

coun-

tered by Chicano students in the educatio ystem, reasons
for these problems, and possible .solutionsi

Topics covered

included the educational status of the Ch calliithe educ
ti oral curriculum, standardized

ts, cultural

differences, staff"ingf"and spec).al pr4grams.
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/
This course was part of the,Humin Development
curriculum.

Courses offered under Human Development are

flefible and the topics may clInge from one semester to
another.
line.

They do not have a required official course out-

These courses are oriented towards aiding students

in enhancing their personal development and are taught by
--"*.members of the student personnel staff.

Psychology 37 emphasized the d velopment and
formation of the Chicano personality (s e Appendix B).

The

objectives of the course were to anal ze personality development, to promote self-understanding

and to enhance the self-

concept.

e curriculum in Sp ial Science 42 was concerned
ey/ of the contemporary issues, involving Chicanos

with a s

(see Ap endix C).
contr

The course objectives were to review the

uttons and problems of"Chicanos in American society,

prom to understanding, and to enhance the self-concept.
The

7

our courses selected were 18 week semester
.

courses tht carried 3 units of credit.

The four courses

were taught by four different Chicano male instructors.

The

participants were enrolled in one of these four selected
courses.

The learning activities of these courses focused
on the Chicano as the center of attention.

Chicano-students

learned about their history, culture, and contributions.

They were exposed to the social, educational, and psycho-

/.
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logical conflicts in society.

The e posure to and participate

tion in the learning activities
constituted the treatment i

not relate& to any one

a Chicano Studies course

this study.

The treatment was

ecific activity or approach but

rather to the total co rse content and learning activities.
0

It was anticipated that exposure to a curriculum that was
t was,con-

ethnically oriented towards to Chicano and
cerned with strengthening the se
positive psychological effect in se

conc

would have a

-concept enhancement

(Gallegos, 1969; Guerra, 1970; Cabrera, 1971).

.

Moderator Variables

Above median income group compared to 'below median

The subjects were classified as the above or

income group.

below median income group on the basis of their response to
a questionnaire on family income.

The median yearly income

reported by the subjects was $7,000.' Subjects who reported
a median yearly income above $7,000 were designated as the

above median income group while those below $7,000 were
designated as the below median income group.

Above established mean cumulative grade point
average grout) compared to below cumulative grade Point
average group.

grade point av
above, estab

Partic

articipants who reported a mean cumulative
age of 2.74 or greater were designated as

shed mean cumulative grade point average grou

ants who reported a mean cumulative grade point

U it
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average below 2.74 were classified.as the below mean cumulative grade point average group.

This figure represented

the mean cumulative grade-point average of the college
student body (Sacram nto City College Office of, Student
Personnel, 1975)
females compared to Chicano males.

The

subjects were classified as male or female on the basis of
descriptive, data reported.

Dependent Variables
Self-Concept.

The dependent variable of self-

concept was measured by means of the Tennessee Self-Concept
Scale (TSCS) which was standardized by Fitts (1965).
(1965,

Fitts

pp. 1-2) described the Tennessee SelfConcept Scale

as

The Scale consists of 100 self descriptive
statements which the subject uses to
portray his own picture of himse
Part
of the Scale contains 90 items, equally
divided as to positive and negative items.,
The remaining 10 items comprise the Self
Criticism Scale. These are all mildly
derogatory statements that most people
admit as being true for them. Individuals
who deny most of these state edits most
often are being defensive a 91 making a
deliberate effort to prese t.a favorable
picture of themselves.'
For each self-descriptive statement, participants

select one of five optional responses ranging from completely
false to completely true.

The TSCS yields a Total Positive

Score on items measuring Identity, Self-Satisfaction, Behavior,
Physical Se-32f, Moral-Ethical Self, Personal Self, Family Self,

6G
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ands Social Self.

The Total Positive Score was the:only score

selected for examination in this study.

Fitts (1965, p. 2)

has stated:

This is the most important single score
on the counseling form. It reflects
the overall level of self-esteem.
Persons with high scores tend to like
themselves,. feel that they are persons
of value and worth, have confidence in
themselves, and act accordingly.
People with low scores are doubtful
about their own worth; see themselves
as undesirable; often feel anxious,
depressed, and unhappy; and have
little faith or confidence in them- ,///
selves.

The TSCS is normed so that persons whose total selfconcept score ranges from 316.0 to 422.0 are considered to

The group upon

have a normal self-concept (Fitts, 1965).

which this norm was based consisted of a representative
sample of 626 persons from different so
sex, and educational groups.

-oz:economic, age,

Fitts (1965, p. 13) stated that,

"The effects of such demographic variables as Sex, age, race,
education, and intelligence on the scores of this Sc

are

/

quite negligible."

The TSCS is,self administering and can be used with
subjects age 12 or above who have at least a sixth grade

Most participants can complete the TSCS in 10

reading level.
to 20 minutes
`------The

(

tts, 1965),
est-retest reliability coefficient of all

major scores were reported by Fitts (1965).

No coefficient

tell. below .6o and 53 percent of all coefficients reported
1
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ere above .80. 'Congdon (1958) reported a reliability
coefficient of .88 for the Total 'Positive Scale.

This com-

pared favorably to Fitts (1965) reliability coefficient of
.92 for the Total Positive Scale.

*

Procedures

The study was conducted during an 18 week semester.
Ninety-five community college Chicano, Students who were
'voluntarily ,enrolled in one of four different Chicano Studies
courses were administered the Tennessee, Self- Concept Scale on
.the first day of instruction.

The subjects were told that their help was being
solicited ,7

in orienting the course content towards the

needs of the students.

They were instructed that they were

to read one-hundred self-descriptive statements and that they
were to select one of five optional responses.

The parti9a-

pants were also asked to furnish self-descriptive data suc
as age, sex, grade point average, units completed, and the
umber of Chicano Studies courses completed.

All of the

participants were informed that their responses would be kept
confidential.

At the end of the semester, sixty-five Chicano
students from the original sample of 95 were still enrolled
in the course.

The sixty-five participants were comprised oft

forty-two males and twenty-three females.

The Tennessee Sell' -

Concept Sca41'"Was administered again at the conclusion of the

course.

The posttest was-administered only to the subjects
\\

who had also been\pretested.

\--

C

Data Analysis
. A one-way analysis of covariance was utilized in

order to analyze reported, pre and posttest data 04 selfconcept measufes.

44p

This statistical design method alloiled

the experim9ter to:
4

1.

I

ExamiNpretest "x" variable score differences
as an i dependent measure.
"y variable score dyfferences.
as an independent measure.
Examine. posttes

3.

ContrOl-the,\"x" vaiable.pretest aifferences in
order to assess - the effect\ of,the independent'

variable upon',Dgottest "y"\variable scoredifferentials s(Tu\okman;,197
A 1 hypotheses. were 'tested at the '.05 level of

significance:

a

$10

.

(

k,

O

'CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
pdipose of this chapter is to present an
analysis And interpretation of the'data,

Ak-

This, researcher

was used to"
Ildiscusses'the results cAire .6;:remaAJt______
analyze the' major hypothesis and the relationship betWeen

.

the dependerit 'variable of self -concept and the moderator,

variables of income, grade point average

and sex.

The'se \

relationships were statistically treatea by'a one-tway

analysis ofcovariance.
determine the statisti

The .05 and .01 levels w re used to
1 sigAificance of the tests.

The .05

level indicated that the \esults were probably significant
and that further?study is needed.

The 401 level indicated

Statistical significa
I.

f Conce et

Chicano Studies and

In this section the re ults-are,presented by stating
directional `hypothesis prior to =t;

data.

presentation of the

The-independent variable wash Ch cano Studies. andthe

dependent variable was self-concepto
qipothesis 1:

Chicano students'

complete ,a

Chicano Studies cou se will show. Significant i creases on pr

post sel\Concept mea ures.
sts of Sign

the t-test for.hypothesis

icance:

Table 1 shows the' results of

that,a course in Chicano Studies

p

would significantly increase the self- concept of Chicano
students.
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Table 1
t -Value for Self-Concept (TSCS)

N

Pretest

65

SD

338.52

30.70

633, df =

'osttest

*p

65

348.71

..15

<\.001

Table-1 indicates that there was a significant

difference between themeans of the pre and posttests for the
self-concept variable.

This difference was significant at
-,

the .001 level.

II.

Therefore, the hypothesis was accepted.

Income Level and Self-Concept
A directional hypothesis for thAuvariables of income

level and self-concept is stated prior to the presentatiA of
the pertinent data in this sectioi.

After the hypothesis is

stated a one-way analysis of covariance is presented.-

N

'Hypothesis 2:

Chicano students above established

median income levels will have a significantly higher measured
self-concept than Chicano students below the median income,
level.

Analysis of Covariance:

Table 2 shows the F-ratlyace.,,

for the dependent variable of self-concept and income level.

71

(

r`

iNa

-.1

,x.

.

'63

N-. S.,,

..---......-/

F = .7%

Total

62

1

, Among Means

Within groups

cif

Source of
Variation

1

,

x

61244

5 866

giiie

SS

Table 2
.4

71439

49975

45145

xy,

66112

S

4830

Y

5327

SS

387.375

y.x

30659.5

30272.1

SS

Analysis of Covariance Income

,

.486.659

488.26

387.375

MSy.x.(Ify0c)

?

.0

,

64

There was no significant difference found betyeeTi-thevariables of income level and self-concept.

Therefore, the

hypothesis-was rejected.
III.

Grade Point Average and Self - Concert
A directional hypothesis fi- the variable-of grade
the

point average and self-concept is Stated priort
preientation of the pertinent data in this sectio
the hypothesis is stated an analysis of covari
Pre

After

ce is

ted.

Hypothesis 3:/Chicano students above established
have a sign fAcantly
mean cumulative grade point averages will
4
students below the
higher measured self/- concept thah Chicano

mean cumulative gde point average.
Analysis of Covariance:

Table 3 shows the F-ratiO

and grade point
for the dependent variable of self-concept
average.

There was no significant difference found between

the variable of grade point average and self-concept.
Therefore/, the hypothesis was rejected.

IV.

Sex Differences and Self-Concept
directional hypothesis for the variable of sex

the presentadiffences,and self-concept is stated prior to
tio

of the pertinent data in this section.

After the

is presented.
by othesis is stated an analysis of covariance
,Hypothesis 4:

ChiCana femdles will have ei

tha,,Chicano males.
ignificantly higher measured self- concept
shows the F-ratio
Analysis of Covariance: Table
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*1

F = .3566

"N. S.

71439

49975

61244

Total

63

4\9871

Among Means

71116

xy

61211

S

Within groups, 62

SS

104

x

323

SS

44,

33

'df

.

1

Source of
Variation

i

30659.5

30484.1

175.344

SS
Y.x

si

Analysis of Covariance Grade Point Average

Table 3

486.659

491.68

175.344

MSy.x(Vy.

N.S.

63

Total

F = .04

62

1

Among Means

Within groups

df

Source o
Variation

61244

61062

182

SS
x

49975

49889

71399

71439

86

Sxy

40

SSy
4

.

20.8984

y.x

30659.5

30638.6

.

SS

Analysis of Covariance Sex Differences

Table 4

+86.659

494.171

20.8984

MSy.x(Vy.x

for the dependent variable of self-concept and sex differences.
/
There was no significant dlffererfce found between the variable
\Q-,f sex difference and self-concept.

Therefore, the hypothesis

was rejected.

Summary
The purpose of this chapter was to present the

results of the statistical analysis card out in relation
to the hypothesis examined in this study that self-concept
completion-of a Chicano

measures would be related to:

Studies course, (2) income levels, (3) grade point average,
and (4) seAkdifferences./,'

,In sections/I, II, III, and IV the hypotheses were
stated and'the statistical
analysis presented.
c

A statisti-

/

cally significant difference at the .001 level was found in('
the self-concept measures of Chicano students who completed
No significant differences were

a course in Chicano Studies.

found between self-concept measures, income, grade point

average, and sex differences.

7G

1-3APTER V

SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, IM ICATIONS,
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Ni

Symmary

.

This study investigated the relationship between

/
/

.

*

.

,

.

Chicano Studies and self-concept.

The purpose of this st

y

..-

'--was to determine whether participation in the learning

activities of a Chicano Studies course would signif

antly'

increase the self-concept of Chicano students e' olled in
Chicano Studies at the community college 1
It was hypothesized that si

(1) Chicano

o Studies course.

(2) Chicano

median income levels.

(,) Chicano

studepts who completed a chi

studen`s above esta

ficant differences on

be shown by:

pre-post self-concept measures, wou

stu ents above establis

el.

fished mean cumulative grade point

I

) Chicana female

average.

The

ennessee Self-ConApt Scale was used to measure
f-concept

'dependent variable of

deSign employed in th
posttest data on

the

The statistical

study to a lyze reported pre and

f- concept measures was a one-way analysis

of covariance.
T

was a s
postt
si

results of t

ificant diffe

experiment indidated,that'there

nce between the means of the pre and '

S for the s- f concept variable.
ficant,difference

A statistically

/

he .001 level was found in the

se±(- concept of those Chicadi studen

77
68

o completed a cour e

r

in Chicane Studies.

to relationship be
differences and
Discussion of

significant differe ces werefound on
een income, grade point average, sex
f-concept measures.

he Results

Studies and Self-Concept. The results
of the t-test
that

/cours

the self-

h Was used to analyze the major hypothesiS
in Chicano Studies would significantly increase

cept of Chicano students indicated that there

was a si nificant difference between the means of the pre alit
postte is for the self-concept variable.
7/

signific

t at the .001.

This differene etas

Therefore, the major hypothesis was

7/

accepted.
It was fOund that a course in Chitcgiio

I

nificantly

Studies.

-

the self-concept of Chicano studnts in a

positive direction

Chicano s

is who completed a course:

in Chicano

s that stressed their-c

ture, history,

and self-concept enhanc ment experienced a
sig

scant increase on self-concep

7

measures.

The results

of the study indicated. that the e was a positive gain in the
/Chicano student's self-concept during the semester course_,-Si

cant self-concept increases, as 'measured by the,

Tenneske Self- Concept Scale, were achieved by Chicano
students.

The findings Of this study suggestthat_ partici
tion in the le

ning activities of a Chicano Studies

4

(

78

c

in

significantly affected the self-concept of Chicano student
A
a positive direction.

Significant increases in the self,

concept of Chicano students after exposure to a Chicano
Studies course also suggests that there is a cultural4Tramework
from which Chicano students can develop a positive selfThe results indicate that a specialized course of

concept.

/-

:.,,instruction that is /ethnically oriented and self-enhancing can

modifythe self7goncept of Chicano students in a significant
nner.
2.

Inco

Level and Self - Concept.' The analysis of

covariance results indicated that there was Rio significant
differenbe f

d between the variables of income level and

self-conce

Chicano studentslabve the median income level

/

of $7

0 did not exhibit a significantly higher measured
e-

f-concept at-the begiiining or at,the end of'a Chicano

Studies course as compared to Chicano students below the
median income level of $7,000.

The results of the hypothesis assessing the relationship between income and self-concept contradicts- the findings

of Wylie (1963) who found that as the socio-economic level
.

'Increased that the self-concept also increased.

The findings

of Healey and De Blassie (1974), however, supported the
results of this study.
,)

They found no significant differences

on- the total pc itive self-concept scores in assessing income

differenCes '.etween Chicanos, Blacks and Anglos.

73
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It can be speculated that perhaps themedin,income
I'

level of $7,000 used in this study to divide the two groups

may have resulted in the findings of no significant differences.

A lower figure or a higher figure might have more,:

accurately assessed the relationship between income and selfconcept.

For example, it is,possible that Chicano students

below an income figure of Perhaps $4,000 might show a
significant contrast i

elf-concept measures when compared,'

to Chicano students a ove an income figure of $4,0

Allother

approach could be tp/compare Chicano students belo,,$4,000 to
Chicano students

ove $15,000 for significant di

self-concept.

It/ould also be speculated that perlx p

the

opment of a, positive self-concept is not7Hicess4rly
upon a hi, her income.

experiences
concept.

evel-

ependent

It may be that other factor- and

are more closely related tO)a7pCSit

e self-

It appears that additional research assessing the

relationshipbetween income level and self c ncePt is needed.
3.

GradePoint Average and S lf ConceDt.

no significant difference found between
of self-concept and grade point avera

There was

ependent variable

Chi, ano students who

had a mean cumulative grade point average above 2.74 did not
have a significalitly higher measu ed selfIconcept at the

beginning or at the end of a Ch cano Studies course his compared to Chicano students be .w a mean cumulative grade point
average of 2.74.

While Pu

ey (1970) suggested that there was

80
tc

72/

a significant relationship between seIt:cdincept and grade
0

point average, the findings of this study 'ere supported 'by
Fitts (1972) who reported that there was no ,definitive answer
regarding the relationship between self-concept and grade

poit average.
To this researcher the evidence suggests that a
comparison based on a different grade point average might
yield- significant results.

For example, compari

Chicano

students who have a grade point average below 2.0 to Chicano
students above a grade point average of 2.0 might be more
significant.

It can be speculated that Chicano students

below a grade point average of 2.0 rather than the figure of
2.74 utilized in this study might have a more negative selfconcept than Chicano students above a grade point average of
\2.0.

Another alternative)could be to compare Chicano students

below a grade point average of 2.0 to Chicano students above'
3.0 for significant self-cOncept measures.

It is also possible that a positive self-concept is
not dependent upon a high grade point average and that of
4-----variables are more important 4in contributing to a positive

self-concept.

It appears that additional research assessing

the relationship between self- concept and grade point :'erage
is needed.
4.

Sex Differences and Self-Concept.

significant difference found between the de
of self-concept and sex differences.

81

here was no

ndent variable

ChiOana females did not

73

N
-concept at

have a significantly higher measured se

udies course°

beginning or at the end'of a Chicano
compare

to .Chicano males.

This fi sing was suppo ted Py
/

///

Healey /and De Blassie (19710 who found no signifi ant
differences on the ,.total positiV.e self-concept scores in

comparing sex differences, among Chicanos, Blacks and Anglgb.

Bledsoe (1964), however, reported that females had a-higher
self-concept than males.

One of the shortcomings in
sex differences was the smal

II

is study in comparing

er of female participants

A

(N = 23) as compared to male participants (R= 42).

larger, more equal sample may have resulted in a significant'
difference between sex differences and self-concept measures.
It is''also possible that a positive self-concept is

not dependent upon sex differences but is a result of other
factors.

Additional research'assessirg the relationship

beti4een sex differences and self-concept is needed.
Implications for the Community Collepces

a

r

It was hypothesized that participation in the
learning activities'of a Chicano Studies' course would
significantly increase the, self-concept of Chicano students.

The findings of this study indicated 'that Chicano Studies

courses were successful in significantly increasing the self.

Aicept of Chicano students.

The results of this study have

several educational impliCations.

8w

One major implication

,

-

-

'derived from this experiment is that a culturally oriented
A

ethnic course can meet -the educational and psychological needs
of Chicano students.

Chicano Studies courses were proposed as a response
to the limited cOirerage of the Chicano culture, history, and
contribution's in the school curriculum.

ExpoSure to a

curriculum that emphasized the Chicino.experience and
,emphasized the self-concept was suggested as being selfenhincing.

The results of this study pc51*,Out the value of
.

he relatively new ,community college'Chicano Studies curriclum in self-concept enhancement. 'The,resillts of this studyshow that a Chicano Studies program can' be effective in

significantly increasing the self-conceaot Of Chicano students. 4

Chicano students who were exposed to the learning activities
of a Chicano Studies course experienced significant increases

t

.

in self-Concept measure,
44e

The implications of this'relatiOnship can be

xtended

1411.

to Wither community cqlleges.

The community collegeM

\form an important role in the self- concept enhancement of

Chicano students by'providing a Chicano Studies curriculum.

As the'Chicano enrcalment'increases in the community colleges
it can be expected that requests will be made by.Chicano
students for Chicano Studies courses.

In deciding whether to

institute Chicano Studies programs the community colleges
_it

should consider the potential value of these courses in self6 concept enhancement.

5

.411,

?5
-

,While this experiment was primarily concerned with
the community college level, the implicatiOns of the study
E

can be extended to the elementary, high school, and f ou
'dollege level.

year

Educational institutions 'can create a favOr

able learning env

onment for'dhicano students by providing-a
;7---

self-enhancing Chicano Studies curriculum.

The findingsf a significat relationship

etween

Chicano Studies and self - concept may ultimately have imp4\

cations for curriculum revisions.

The traditional school\

curriculum can be expected to undergo,,changeCourses that
are ethnically oriented towards the Chicano ca
to increase.

\

be expected

This trend will have implications n

only for

curriculum revisions but also financially and in sele ting
the teaching staff.
N\

No significant differences were .found b
en incom
,level,-grade point average,
ex- differences, and self.

eoncept_in-ttudy. Perhaps a positive self-concept is not
Significantly related to these variables. It may be that an
educational experience such ass exposure to the learning

activities of a Chicano Studies cour
than socio-economic, academic

re significant

and sex differences. 'Perhaps

all students, regardless of inc

levels, grade point

average, and sex differences, can enefit from a self-enhancing
-Chicano Studies curse.
A further implication of this experiment is the
ossible relationship

etween self-concept and academic

4

84
"41

6

achieVement.

While this relationship was not specifically

assessed in this experiment, the results of. the study_imply
It is possible

a possible relationship for consideration.

that a poSitive self-concept may be related to academic
ti

success.

This relationship may be significant in view of the

high drop-out rate of Chicano students and their low average
years of education completed.

It can be peculated that a

self-enhancing Chicano Studies program may, over a period of
time, lead to educational success and have a positive effect
on academic achievement.

The implications of this study are
on

elevant not

for Chicano students but for all students on the

commu pity college campus.

The community collet e "open dOar"

s attracted an increasing number of net traditional

policy
students.

t can be expected that this trend w 11 continue

in the near f tune.

.receive student

The community colleges can expect to

who can benefit from programs

hat enhance

the self-Concept.
These programs do not 'necessarily have\to be Chicano

Studies for all students.

As the importance of selfl-concept

becomes more established in the educational process,
-

community colleges may be faced with developing programs or
cdbrses of_ study that are self-enhancing.

The coMmunity.

colleges can Pvfrm a valuable service by.providing 'a selfenhancing curriculum for all students.

will

A curriculum that

able all students to perceive themselves as

0

85

work

and valuable human beings.,

The community college
t in failure for the nontraditi

educational exPertsnce_that result' in
concept can enable students t
to find

le, and to live a

ducation-en

11 make the "open d

n of these goals

Reali

e a reality for the

cOmmu ity coil

tons for

Reco

rther Research

^-N

t is recomme
examined in

d that the following areas be

oice

1.

ure research

etween C

t

ies and self - concept should incl de

.&ological shortcomings in

deration of
study.

iidemIserves.

his

It is reco

larger sAple of part
roU

,control and exii,menta
feMaleiparticipants sh

s.

1. also:\

of canductpg the study ol4
should, also be considered.
2.

Studies assessin

income, grade point average, sex
concept should_be.

ucted

year.
3.

It is recommended

hat this stu'

eplicated

78
,

*PP

in one,specific Chicano Studies course that

D

szes self-

concept enhancement.
4.

In order to more fully asses

relationship

-,

4W1116

between Chicano Studies and self-concept'at different levels
of the educational system it is recommended that similar
stun es be conducted at the elementary, high school, and
university levels.

This study should also be replicated in

other community colleges in order to cross-validate t}e
\.findings of this study.
5.

Studies assesZing the effects of Chicano Studies

4

in other areas should be conducted.

Possible,area-i for

research could include the relationship between bhicano
Studies and the drop-out rate of Chicano students as compared
\ to other courses'.

Other areas for research could include the

ffects of Chicano Studies not onl

.fo

for Chicano, students but

other students as well in self-concept measures, and

attitude changes among groups.
6. \it is recommended that follow -up studies be

conducted on Chicano students who have completed a Chicano
Studies coarse.

Further research should examine whethpr'

.

)

5

those students have a lower college drop-out rate, a hi

college gradepoint average, and graduate from college as
compared to Chicano students who have not completed a Chicano

.

Studies cburse.
.
\

/!

7.

The relationship between self-concept and

,1
)

academic a hievement needs to be investigated in more detail.
I
(.--.,,,:.1'

.

,
1
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8.

The relationship between any courses designated

as self-enhancing and self-concept measures should be assessed.

These courses would not necessarily be directed towards
Chicano students but towards all students.

Colleges and other
4.

educational institutions should be encouraged to conduct

research into programs that have potential self-enhancing.
values.
9.

The role of counseling services in identifying

students who have a low self-concept,and placement of thes'e
students in the proper programs of yisti'uction should be
examined.

This service could, be valuable in placing students

who need a self-enhancing experience in the types of courses
that will provide that experLence.
This study investigated the effects of a Chicano

St

ie$ course on the'slf-concept of Chi,cano students.

It

was found that exposure to the learning activities of a
Chicano Studiegr.course significantly increased the selfconc. ept of Chicano students.

While thls_stud

has primarily__

concentrated on the .Chicano community college student, the

results have implications for all levels of education
A'a$

for all students.

It is hoped that the results

this study

will 'focus attention on the'importance of the self-cone Apt in,
A

'the educational process and 9n courses of instruction that

are self-enhancing.-
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Appendix A
COURSE OUTLINE INFORMATION SHEET

SACRAMENTO CITY gOLLEGE

Division: Languages & Literature
Date: 10/73
N

Department:

English

Instructors Who Prepared This Outline:

Ben Sanchez

Course Name and Number: English 37
Semester Offered: Fall & Spring_

Units:

Descriptive Title of Course:
Course Prerequisite:

3

Chicano Literature

None

Weekly meeting schedule:
Catalog Description:

3 hours lecture

Study of Chicano writers and their works.
Course Objectives:
To provide the opportunity for exploration of Chicano works.
To provide an environment to promote individual creativity
in the writing of Chicano prose.
Greater understanding of the Chicano in America, through
3.
prose.
Methods of Evaluation:
Class discussion; written assignments; oral reports; final
examination.
Methods of Instruction:
Lecture-discussion; skits; field trips; films; speakers:
Panel discussion.
Contributions to General Education:
To increase the students ethnic awareness.
CommentS to Counselors:
Inform all students that this course is available, and open
to ALL students. A knowledge of Spanish is NOT required.
1.
2.
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17
COURSE NUMBER AND NAME:

English 37

Chicano Literature

Stiggested Time Schedule and Sequence of Instruction

Week

Units of Instruction

1.

7 weeks -- The Chicano novel

2.

from novels such as -- Pocho, Chicano, Barrio Boy,

3.

And The Earth Did Not Partt Plum Plum Picker,

4.

Bless Me Ultima, etc.

5.

6.

7.
8.

4 Weeks -- Short Stories

9.

Material - Text-Mexican American Authors

10.
11.

12.

3 Weeks -- Poetry

13.

Materials such as -- Yearnings, Chicano Lit.'etc.

14.
15.

2 Weeks -- Drama

16.

Text =- Chicano Literature

17.

Student's Req4red Texts or Materials:
Author, Title,-Publisher, Year of Publication
Fauste, Chicano Literature
Paredes, Mexican-American Authors
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Appendix B
SACRAMENTO CITY COLLEGE

COURSE OUTLINE INFORMATION SHEET

Division: Social^Science Department:
Date: 10/Z4

Psychology/Ethnic Studies

Instructors who prepared this outline:

K. Ramirez

Course name and number: Psychology 37 :
Semester offered: F & S
Descriptive title of course:
Course prerequisite:

Units:

3

Psychology of the Mexican-American ,

Psycholoriy 1 or 7 or j0 or permission of instructor

Weekly meeting schedule:
Catalog description:

Three hours lecture

An examination of Mexican-American behavior patterns.with
emphasis on personality development and those factors which
contribute to its unique formation.
Course objectives:
To present an analysis of the personality development of the
Mexican merican from infancy to maturity; achieve a greater
understan ng of self through others; and provide an
oppartunit to begin altering self-defeating, self-hating,
and dehuMani ing attitudes towards oneself.
Methods of evluations
Examinationst_class participation, projects and papers.
Methods of inst ction:
Lecture, group di cussion, and basic encounter techniques.
Contributions to g neral education:
The overall impact o this course on the students would be a
greater awareness and nderstanding of California's largest
minority. To enhance t e overall academic ability of the
Chicano through self -disc very and an increase ,in self-esteem.
Comments to counselors:
.
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COURSE NUMBER AND NAME:

Psychology 37, Psychology of the
Mexican-American

Suggested Time Schedule and Sequence of Instruction

Week

Units of-Instruction

1.

Introduction

2.

Historical background of the Mexican Culture and
personality type

3.

Childhood and Personality development

4.

Chicano adolescent in search of self

5.

The adult personality

6.

Intimate relationships and self-disclosure patterns(marriaFej etc.)

7.

Sex-role identity

8.

Defense mechanisms unique to the Chicano

9.

Mental health and the Chicano

10.

Authoritarianism in the Chicano (Machismo

11.

Effects of assimilation on personality

12.

Effect of education on self-concept

13.

PsycholoFical testinFc and the Chicano

14.

Awareness of self and others as contributors to a sound
self-concept

15.

Awareness of self and others as contributors to a sound
self-concept

16.

Emergence of a new personality tyPe

17.

Student's Required Texts or Materials:
Author, Titles Publisher, Year of Publication
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Appendix c
COURSE OUTLINE INFORMATION SHEET

SACRAMENTO CITY COLLEGE
Division:

Social Science

Department:

Social Science Date: 11/74

Instructors who prepard this outline: Jess Gonzalez
3
Course name and numbexl: Social Science 42'. Units:
Semester offered: F X S
Descriptive title of course: The Mexican-American in the
United States
Course prerequisite:
None; History 10 recommended
Weekly meeting schedule!' Three hours lecture
Catalog description:`'
contemporary issues concerning the Mexican - American
A sur
tates. Emphasis on discrimination, farm abor
in the Unite
m vement, justice, educational and political problems an the
C cano movement.
C urse objectiv s:
To point out th ; historical and cultural contributions rf the
Mexican-Americans4 strengthen the self-image of the Me can:.
American; develop the skills for self-inquiry by identiifying
problems as they relate to the Mexican-American; bring/the
problems of the Mexican-American to the attention of other
groups; provide the motivation for future study in the area
of minority groups.
Methods of evaluation:Communit pro ects readin resorts discussions exams.
Methods of instruction:

Primarily lecture-discussion. Use of films, tapes', and
speakers when appropriate.
Contributions to general education:
To gain an appreciation of the historical and cultural
contributions of the Mexican-American ethnic group and to
become aware of the problems facing minority groups.
Comments to counselors:
The course is open to all students, correspond with four
year schools about the possibility of granting credit towards
sociology requirements.
p

4
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COURSE NUMBER AND NAME:

Social Science 42

Suggested Time Schedule and Sequence of Instruction

Week

Units of Instruction

1. '"Introduction
2.

The Distorition of History

3.

Population Trends:

4.

Prejudice and Discrimination

5.

Prejudice and Discrimination

6.

Socio-economic status

7.

Huelaa

8.

Huelaa

9.

Military Service

Migration Patterns

.

10.

Justice and the Mexican-American

11.

Justice and the Mexican-Ameridall

12.

Education

13.

Education

14.

Political Awareness

1

Political Awareness

.

16.

The Chicano Movement

v.

The Chicano Movement

4/4

Student's Required Texts, or' Materials:
Author L, Title, Publisher, Year of Publication

UNIVERSITY OF CALIF.

LOS MULES
F

p, 27 )976
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